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Washington Watch

Prolonged torture 
that is Brexit

BBC political correspondent Chris Mason stood
outside of the mother of parliaments on Monday
morning and said he didn’t have the “foggiest

idea” about where Brexit is going. Then he made what
have been described as “exasperated noises” - and
promptly became an online viral sensation. But
Mason’s exhalations were a disgrace for two reasons.
There was much to explain about the UK government’s
draft deal on leaving the European Union, and many
future possibilities to explore. More importantly,
Brexit, for all of the chaotic politics it has provoked, is
a genuine political argument conducted within the
bounds of a robust democracy. Indeed, it is a sign of a
robust democracy. To make exasperated noises about
it is to mock the purpose of the famed public-service
BBC in national life.

To be sure, the political process is chaotic, and at
times alarming. At this stage in the prolonged torture
that is Brexit, a plan has been provisionally accepted
by the European Union, provisionally agreed by a
majority in a split cabinet and is likely to go to a parlia-
ment which, at present, seems disposed to vote it down.
The nay-sayers include the Democratic Unionist Party,
the largest party in Northern Ireland, which has pro-
vided a slim majority to give support to Theresa May’s
Conservatives, but now seems too outraged by the
implications of the deal for the province to continue.

To add strength to this view of the future, the cabi-
net has suffered a rash of resignations this week. One
of those leaving is Dominic Raab, recently appointed
as Brexit secretary charged with securing a departure
deal. The government is being shredded bit by bit: The
prime minister has retained the occupants of the three
main offices of state - the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Philip Hammond, the Foreign Secretary
Jeremy Hunt and the Home Secretary Sajid Javid. If
one of these goes, May’s government is over. Even
now, Brexiteers are striving to fire her. And the best
analysts of the parliamentary arithmetic indicate her
time in office will soon be over anyway.

Why? What is the plan to which so many object so
strongly - and for such very different reasons? The
overarching truth is two-fold. First, it is a highly tem-
porary deal, with most of the technical details, espe-
cially on trade, still to be worked out in an extended
negotiation period. And second, it constrains the UK,
preventing it from making trade deals with non-EU
states, as when it was a full member - but giving it no
voice in the councils of the Union. 

The UK will stay in a customs union, which will
allow the continuing of frictionless trade between
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. But
Northern Ireland will be subject to a tighter regulatory
regime than the rest of the country - a fact which
leading Unionists in the province believe will hasten
the break-up of the UK itself, and prompt Scots
nationalists, who are in power in the Scottish parlia-
ment, to demand a separate deal - arguing that
Scotland voted heavily to remain, and bolstering their
demand for independence.

The plan has attracted opposition from pro-
Brexiteers, who believe it imprisons the UK in a cage
which the EU has constructed for an indefinite period.
Former Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson used his
Telegraph column, and his Churchillian rhetoric, earlier
this week to draw a picture of a country “in captivity”,
only now able to “savor the full horror of this capitula-
tion”. His younger brother, Jo Johnson, who is opposed
to Brexit, resigned from his post as transport minister
for some of the same reasons, calling the deal “an
utterly abject and shameful national humiliation”, and
stressing that no deal could possibly be better than the
country’s membership of the EU.

The one political force which could save the deal is
the opposition Labour Party - though hopes are very
thin indeed. Most party members are for Remain, but
its leader, Jeremy Corbyn, and his closest colleagues in
the shadow cabinet are not: He told the German maga-
zine Der Spiegel last week that “we can’t stop Brexit“.
Though Labour’s present position is that it will vote
down the plan, and call for a government resignation
and a general election, there are groups within the
party who may defy the leadership and support the
prime minister - yet probably not enough to counter
the Conservatives pledged to vote against her.

Democracy, when passions and principles are
aroused, is a messy business. That is especially the
case when, as now, a large boil filled with anti-EU sen-
timent has been lanced, and the barely-suppressed
animosity to the loss of sovereignty to a multinational
union which seeks to be a European state has been
fully roused. Like many of the British boomer genera-
tion, I had been a supporter of the EU - less for the
UK, more as a capacious gathering of democratic
states which could enfold the east and central
European states once they sloughed off communism.
In 10 years in the area as a correspondent, I thought,
in the euphoric period after the end of the Soviet
Union, that even Russia might come into membership.

No longer. Russia is using all of its considerable
diplomatic skill to woo European states away from the
EU, finding allies in Prime Minister Viktor Orban in
Hungary and President Milos Zeman in the Czech
Republic - and more recently, Italy’s most powerful
and popular politician, deputy Prime Minister Matteo
Salvini, together with the extraordinary prize of US
President Donald Trump - a populist International.
French President Emmanuel Macron and German
Chancellor Merkel continue to pursue - probably
futilely - a more closely integrated EU, with the ambi-
tion of creating a European army. — Reuters

Indonesia’s 
mobs deliver 
brutal ‘justice’

It was just after dawn prayers when the caretaker at a
Jakarta mosque noticed a man stealing from the dona-
tion box, prompting a furious mob to beat him to death

- for taking the equivalent of $130. The lynching was one
of hundreds of vigilante killings across Indonesia in recent
years, highlighting a brutal trend driven by rising religious
conservatism and low faith in a corruption-riddled justice
system. Mob violence has also been aggravated by rapid
urbanization that brings together strangers from across
the Southeast Asian nation in often poor, overcrowded
neighborhoods, raising stress levels and fuelling mistrust,
observers say.

The lynching had echoes of the grisly 2017 murder of
30-year-old Muhammad Al-Zahra who was set ablaze for
allegedly stealing a mosque’s amplifier in the hardscrabble
Jakarta suburb Bekasi, as onlookers cheered and filmed
the scene on mobile phones. As the electronics repairman
pleaded for his life, insisting he was not a thief, the frenzied
mob poured gasoline over him and took his life. His widow,
who miscarried their second child days after his death, told
reporters that her husband often fixed damaged equip-
ment - including amplifiers - before reselling them. Half a
dozen people were sentenced to between six and seven
years in prison over the attack, as doubts about his guilt
lingered.

‘Lack of trust’ 
Stealing from a mosque is seen by some as an attack on

Islam itself, and helps explain the eruption of such violence
in the world’s biggest Muslim-majority country, according
to Heru Susetyo, a law professor at the University of
Indonesia. “(Many vigilantes) are Muslims who aren’t nec-
essarily that devout, but they are easily provoked by these
incidents,” he said. “They are even willing to commit vio-
lence for the sake of ‘defending’ Islam.”

In the neighborhood where the more recent attack hap-
pened, one man said he understood the desire to punish
those who steal from a place of worship. “(But) thieves
should be caught and handed over to police,” said
Sahanan, who like many Indonesians goes by one name.
Few in Indonesia, however, espouse any faith in the graft-
riddled justice system. “The main problem is a lack of trust
in the authorities,” said Agustinus Pohan, a law professor
at Indonesia’s Parahyangan University. “Those with power
or money get special treatment. That’s why people refuse
to trust the police and decide to take matters into their
own hands.” Another factor is the disproportionate impact
of theft on the poor, who lack insurance or a cushion of
savings - coupled with the relatively light sentences hand-
ed out to many petty criminals.

Culture of impunity 
Indonesia’s government does not release figures on

mob violence. But according to World Bank data, the
country recorded nearly 34,000 vigilante attacks involv-
ing serious injury or death between 2005 and 2014. The
eye-watering figures - including over 1,600 killings - were
based on local media reports drawn from regions which
are home to only about half of Indonesia’s 260 million
people, suggesting that the real numbers could be even
higher.

Sana Jaffrey, a University of Chicago doctoral
researcher who led the World Bank team, said a range of
factors were responsible for stoking mob violence, includ-
ing poverty and a lack of trust in police. But she rejected

the notion that such attacks were spontaneous bursts of
violence by a wild-eyed mob, saying they usually involved
an element of planning and sometimes a powerful local fig-
ure. In July, a gun-toting village leader in East Java report-
edly encouraged seven men to attack a suspected motor-
cycle thief with sticks and rocks before his gasoline-
soaked body was set on fire.

“The police only take action against vigilantes when the
victim of the mob does not fit the profile of a criminal and
the family protests or when there is an ethnic angle... and
they fear escalation into a larger, communal conflict”,
Jaffrey said. Although mob violence usually rises in lock-
step with social and political chaos, Indonesia, which has
transitioned to stable democracy over the past two
decades, has bucked the trend, Jaffrey said. “More institu-
tional stability and more (violence) — these two things
don’t go together in most parts of the world.”

‘Cooperation and respect’
Suspected criminals are not the only victims of mob

justice in Indonesia. This year, half a dozen men beat and
stripped a young couple before parading them naked
around their neighborhood over suspicions the pair had
premarital sex. In Aceh province, which is ruled by Islamic
law, public humiliations by citizen groups - and sometimes
even police - have become increasingly common. A viral
video in April showed a young, unmarried Aceh couple
being doused with raw sewage after they were seen alone
- an offence punishable by caning in the conservative
province. None of the young men who attacked them were
punished. 

Authorities say rising vigilantism is a grim indictment of
Indonesian society rather than a reflection of their failure
to deliver justice. “These incidents show that the social
system isn’t working well,” said Jakarta Police spokesman
Argo Yuwono. “We need to promote a sense of mutual
cooperation and respect.” — AFP 

By Dr James J Zogby 

It has never been easy for Arab Americans to advocate
for Palestinian rights and while we’ve made real
progress, the challenges continue to grow. I learned

early on that this wasn’t ever going to be a fair fight. In
their relentless effort to silence our voice, supporters of
Israel waged a relentless campaign to delegitimize us.
During the 1970s and 1980s, groups like the Anti-
Defamation League (ADL) and the American Jewish
Committee (AJC) used the credibility they had earned
fighting bigotry and injustice to defame and exclude us
from political participation. 

I remember when, as a young college professor, I first
saw the write-ups about me and other Arab American col-
leagues in the books published by these groups - and how
vulnerable it made me feel. It wasn’t just the books, it was
the way these groups used the defamatory descriptions of
us that took a toll. When we went for job interviews, when
we were invited to speak, or when we appeared in the
media, the defamation preceded us. 

In 1978, I was invited to the White House to an ethnic
leaders meeting with Vice President Mondale. Three days
after that meeting I received a call from the White House
office that had invited me telling me that because they had
received complaints from major Jewish organizations
about me being a “pro-Palestinian Arab American” they
wouldn’t be able to invite me any future meetings. The
vice-president’s staff was uncomfortable with what they
had heard about me. 

Much the same happened a few years later when aa
number of leaders from different ethnic communities
attempted to form a council and invited me to chair a
group dealing with negative stereotyping of ethnics in the
media. Leadership of the ADL not only objected to my
involvement and boycotted the meeting, but waged a cam-
paign calling on others to join them. 

We fared no better with liberals in the peace and
human rights community. When the Palestine Human
Rights Campaign applied for membership in the Coalition
for a New Foreign and Military Policy, we were told there
had to be a vote among the existing member organiza-
tions. We won the vote, but nevertheless we were pressed

to withdraw our application because three Jewish organi-
zations said they would withdraw in protest if we were
admitted. Two years later, the same thing happened when
the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee
applied to the Coalition. We protested and insisted on a
public meeting of the membership to make our case. Of
the more than 50 groups in the Coalition, again only the
same three objected. They argued that our entry would
“discredit the Coalition in Congress” and would result in a
loss of funds for their work. Liberals, being liberals, we
were excluded. 

In 1983, we were invited to join the 20th Anniversary of
Martin Luther King’s March on Washington. Once again
groups allied with the ADL flexed their muscles in an effort
to have us disinvited and to deny former Senator James
Abourezk a speaking role at the March. This time, owing to
the strong support we received from champions like
Reverends Jesse Jackson and Joseph Lowery and
Congressman Walter Fauntroy, we remained in the leader-
ship of the March and Abourezk was given a speaking role.

When Jackson ran for president in 1984, appointed me
as a Deputy Campaign Manager, included Arab Americans
as part of his coalition, and raised the issue of justice for
Palestinians, he faced tremendous pressure from support-
ers of Israel to drop working with Arab Americans and to
be silent on Palestinian human rights. I was present at a
meeting with Jackson and Senator Alan Cranston when
Cranston, who was about to withdraw from the race, told
Jackson that he would like to endorse him but couldn’t
because of his advocacy for Palestinians. When Jackson
responded that his campaign sought to work with both
American Jews and Arab Americans and sought to bring
them together, Cranston scoffed, referring to me using the
derogatory term - “crazy Ay-rab.”

These are only a few personal examples of the efforts
to defame and exclude us from political participation and
to silence our voices. In 1986, the Arab American Institute
published an extensive treatment of this history “The
Politics of Exclusion.” It records instances where: candi-
dates returned contributions from prominent Arab
American businessmen, because they raised the issue of
Palestinians with the candidate; candidates rejected the
endorsements of Arab American mainstream groups, or

were pressured to fire Arab American staffers because
they were told it would cost them if they included the
community in their campaigns. 

Unique situation 
When I look back at the progress we’ve made, I can’t

help but be proud because of the way our community per-
severed despite all of the obstacles we faced. When com-
paring our efforts with those of other ethnic communities
that also advocate for their issues, it must be noted that
our situation has been unique. In addition to dealing with
all of the difficulties entailed in political organizing, we had
to confront the additional challenge of a zero-sum
approach to politics. For our seat at the table, we had to
face down more powerful pro-Israel advocates who not
only disagreed with us, but used their not insignificant
influence to deny our very right to engage in American
politics. 

Today the challenges remain but have taken new and
more ominous forms. Mainstream Jewish groups no longer
publish their books targeting pro-Palestinian individuals
and groups. Some have farmed the effort out to shadowy
efforts they surreptitiously fund, like Canary Mission.
Groups like the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
(AIPAC) reserve their muscle for discrediting groups that
have emerged within the Jewish community from the more
centrist J Street to the more progressive Jewish Voice for
Peace and IfNotNow - working to exclude them from
spreading their influence in Congress, on college campus-
es, and within the Jewish community. Some of these
groups also save their firepower to block presidential
appointments or to silence Members of Congress when
they fear that these individuals aren’t “toeing the line” on
unquestioning support for Israel. 

Foes of Palestinian human rights have also fallen on a
new and more ominous strategy to delegitimize and
silence pro-Palestinian voices. The efforts to pass legisla-
tion like the Anti-Semitism Awareness Act and the Israel
Anti-Boycott Act serve one purpose - that is, to silence
critics of Israel’s treatment of Palestinians by criminalizing
criticism of Israel.

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute

Advocating for Palestinians has never been easy


